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"Burning the candle at both ends" is a metaphor for too-fast consumption of 
resources. 	It fits humanity's present exponential crimes against the biosphere ( & 
thus against humanity, & thus--as sins--against God) . 	Shift the metaphor from 
extrahuman resources to humanity: we are the candle. The human candle is being 
dipped at both ends, both lengthening & fattening the candle. The fatter the 
candle's ends, the brighter the burn, the greater the resources consumption, the 
farther from sustainability (earth/humanity homeostasis), the lower the quality of the 
environment & so also the lower the quality of human life (its virtues declining as-- 
eg now in Haiti--soil can no longer sustain society) . Anyone who thinks this 
paranoid gloom-&-doom should meditate on the "[over]developed" world's waste 
(garbage, nuclear, et al) crisis. 

Who are the criminal dippers hypertrophizing the human candle at both 
ends? Medics,  who keep alive skinbags that could not live without their "heroic" 
attentions--premies, accident vegetables, the terminally ill, & decrepit elders. 

Loree & I have never attended a medically-minded conference on how to 
keep dysfunctionals alive at the front end of life, but yesterday we attended one 
on how to keep alive (even by force!) those who, at the back end of life, don't want 
to continue to live. As you'll see if you continue to read this Thinksheet, the skin-
bag idolatry (anything to keep old skinbags alive, even against their will--in 
mindlessness & amorality, roughly parallel to Bush's "I'll do anything to get 
reelected") infuriated me, & I attacked the idol, to (I hope) the glory of God & the 
good of humanity, on which you be the judge. 

1 	 A short note on the conference's quality : high,  as high (I think) as could 
be within the skinbag-idolatry constrictive dogma. The queenpin, Nancy J. Osgood 
(Med. College of Va.), with three books on the subject, was excellent in lecture 
& in response to questions. (I'll not reference to her oeuvre. She distributed 
articles of hers, & most referred to her SUICIDE IN LATER LIFE: RECOGNIZING 
THE WARNING SIGNS [Lexington Books/921.) 	Then workshops on "Geriatric 
Psychopharmacology," 	"After Suicide: The World of a Suicide Survivor-- 
Understanding and Helping," & (mine) "Assessment and Intervention Strategies for 
the Suicidal Elder." 8.30am-12,30, here at Craigville Conference Center. 

2 	 As monotheism gives simplicity of attention (to "only" one God) & clarity 
of goal (ICor.10.31, "Do all for the glory of God"), so the conference's monidolatry 
gave simplicity of attention (to only the medical model) & clarity of goal (to keep 
unwilling old skinbags alive) . To a polytheist, the former would seen a blasphemous 
reductionism; to me, the latter seemed a blasphemous & dysfunctional myopia: b. , 
because the sacredness of old skinbags displaced the holiness of God (who was 
referred to, in plenary & group, only by me); d., because (1) dismissive of the civil 
rights, & therefore the dignity, of prodromal (suicide-inclined) old skinbags, & (2) 
unregarding of wider functions, spiritual-social-economic-political-ecological. Such 
behavior cannot be dignified as scientific control of the variables: it eliminates the 
variables in favor of devotion to the one constant, viz the continued existence  of 

suicide-"endangered" old skinbags. 

3 	 Let's see how this is captive to the West's present medical mentality. 
Here's a case I was dealing with recently. An emergency-room surgeon deciding 
to operate even though there could be almost no hope of recovery, only 
vegetabilization. 	The projection now is that, given all the factors, the vegetable 
will cost the taxpayer $3,650,000. Thus the sanctity  of life has been honored! 	But 

what life (in quality) & whose life (within the human population)? Note the horren-
dous syndrome: idolatry (the surgeon's devotion to that one skinbag), insanity (the 
mindlessness of the devotion), insensitivity (both to the tragic waste of medical 
resources & to the human beings whom that $3,650,000 might have benefited) . 

Triage  was no factor in that surgeon's mentality, though it's now a looming 
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human local-&-global need. 	I'll call it the 3-Gs crisis, viz God, goods, & govern- 
ment. The first G: Right-to-die Derek Humphey (Hemlock Society, FINAL EXIT) 
says, of Calif.'s Proposition 161 (the physician-assisted death initiative) in the Nov. 
voting, "What this election boils down to is a vote on how you see God. Is God the 
complete commander of your life and death, or can you make a bargain with him to 
die early and avoid suffering?" (NB: Avoiding one's own suffering is only one of 
many suicide motives, but it's the one sharpest in the gut of a hedonistic [pleasure-
seeking, pain-avoiding] society.) The second G: Material goods are morally-ethically 
good only when they meet certain humane & earth-regarding conditions. The third G: 

Triage decisions face bureaucratic morass & cries of unfairness. 
8.24.01  

Why am I only now completing this 1992 Thinksheet? I'm being asked to defend my 
current inclusion of the suicide option in "final" sentences (the options being life 
without parole, suicide, & execution). For this defense, I've consulted my shelf 
on ethics / Christian ethics, + encyclopedias. You'd be right if you were to guess 
I found nothing on juridical suicide (the government requiring the condemned to 
suicide) except among the ancient Greeks & Romans, & nothing at all on suicide 
as one of three options for the terminally condemned. 

My other reason for completion is the present rash of Palestinian political sucid-
ing, the suicide bombers (on which see #3075). 

A few pertinent observations on suicide: 
1 	Even in cultures severely condemning suicide, exceptions are the rule. Plato 
disapproved, but not of his teacher Socrates' suicide by government sentence. Jud-
aism strictly forbids it (God being master of one's life) except to avoid committing 
murder, adultery, or idol-worship. 
2 	In Christianity, the strong drift has been against it. Augustine called it a 
sin; the British, a crime--& so in early America; but now it's a crime in no U.S. 
state, though in several states assisting a suicide is a crime. A recent counterdrift  
among liberal Christians is the favoring of both suicide & assisted suicide (as in 
Oregon & Holland) in the cases of terminally ill patients with unrelievable pain. 
Dr. Kevorkian had, I think, the right idea, but publicly pushed the envelop too 
hard, was in-your-face cavalier in marginal cases, & deserves his prison sentence. 
3 In some cultures, s. was/is expected in certain circumstances. Ancient 
Egypt, when persons found life intolerable. India's "suttee" (the wife's immolation 
on her husband's funeral pyre). Japan's "hara-kiri" & "kamikaze." The aged 
Inuit floating off on a cake of ice. Anthropology's list here is not short. 
4 Almost all suicides are ignoble, & calling them sick moves them into "medicine" 
without dealing with sin (theological analysis), separation (relational analysis), 
& stupidity ( sapiential -analysis) . Chemistry can 15 -e mood-altering, but the human 
point is to be life-altering/transforming by the expulsive power of a new attention. 
5 The 1992 part of this Thinksheet attacks the idolatrous notion that quantity 
of life should trump quality. Jas.Hillman (119, SUICIDE AND THE SOUL [ZBrich: 
Spring Pub./64/76]) blames materialism: "From the perspective of medicine [as 
we know it], suicide is to be prevented, disease opposed, and death postponed." 
But now--earth's population having doubled to 6 billion in the past 36 years-- 
even materialism should tip the scale for quality over quantity. Some reviewers 
criticized me for saying (56, FLOW OF FLESH, REACH OF SPIRIT) "Every 
abortion is a victory for the biosphere against its number-one enemy." I must 
add "every suicide" (though it would be inaccurate & unfair to say I'm either 
pro-abortion or pro-suicide). 
6 	In the late 1930s I was reading the Boston personalists, & still do. 	The 
most balanced take on suicide I know of is E.S.Brightman's 1933 (Abingdom) 
MORAL LAWS, 216-18: "The suicide chooses not to be an individual," but "some 
weighty opinion [exists] in favor of the right to commit s." "If it is ever right 
to take the life of another [e.g., war, capital punishment], can we argue that 
it is never right to take one's own life?" "Religion does [not] forbid all control 
of life." S. is "very seldom" justified, which it can be only "on the basis of 
moral ideals which can be served [in a particular instance] by s. alone." 
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